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Bachelor of Arts in

¾ English
¾ English for Teachers

MAKE AN IMPACT  
Ordinary life, with its news bites, Internet sites, and text 
messages, fosters a one-dimensional view of the world, but 
a mature Christian faith rooted in the two natures of 
Christ—fully human and fully divine—requires a multi-
dimensional view of all of reality. The English major at 
Simpson University provides just that: a unifi ed education 
through the study of literature—an essential practice for 
seeing and expressing the world in its imaginative and 
multi-dimensional fullness. 

ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE



•  Journalism
•  Technical writing
•  Newspaper writing
•  Pastoral ministries
•  Marketing
•  Missions

•  Librarianship
•  Law enforcement
•  Copy editing
•  Teaching
•  Lawyer
•  Novelist

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR CAREER BEGINS HERE
The English major at Simpson is designed not only to educate 
students for a career in the literary area of their choice, but also to 
prepare them for graduate studies. If you are interested in teaching 
in higher education, a degree in English from Simpson University 
will set you up for success. Even if you are unsure as to what 
you want to do after you graduate, an English degree is versatile 
enough that it will open doors in areas of interest they you may not 
have considered. The variety of writing classes offered also will 
help prepare students for careers in the areas of communication, 
journalism, and publication.

•   Bible & Theology
•   Spanish
•   Communication
•   Cross-Cultural Studies
•   History

• Journalism
• Spanish Journalism
• TESOL (Teaching English to 

Speakers of Other Languages)

MINORS

4 Years Full Time
Transfer options are available

CHOOSE YOUR EMPHASIS
The English major offers specialized tracks from which you can customize 
your degree.  

¾  GENERAL TRACK: Students choose from a variety of upper- 
division literature and writing electives, in addition to the core classes 
of the English major. 

¾  LITERATURE TRACK: Students get the opportunity to go more 
in depth with American and British literature. The electives for this 
track are based on upper-division literature courses.  

¾  WRITING TRACK: This gives English majors an education 
founded on a variety of writing and communication classes. 

¾  ENGLISH FOR TEACHERS: The English for Teachers program is 
designed to prepare students for a career in English education. With 
focuses on British, American, Western, and Shakespearean literature, 
students become familiar with several writing styles and are prepared 
to teach such literature. Students can also focus on creative writing, 
cinema, journalism, and composition.  

FOUNDATIONAL STUDIES (ALL MAJORS)
All students will take courses in Humanities, Sciences, and Biblical Studies/Theology. 

CORE SUBJECTS FOR ENGLISH
¾  British Literature 
   Beowulf – J.M. Coetzee
¾  American Literature
   Columbus – Hemingway
¾  Life and Letters of C.S. Lewis
¾  Literary Theory

¾  Senior Seminar
¾  Poetry and Prose of John Milton
¾   Renaissance and Reformation
    Literature
¾  World Cinema

COURSE OVERVIEW

THE LITERARY EDUCATION AT SIMPSON
The Simpson University English Department fosters a personal 
education for its students. Small classes in a close-knit university 
environment allow for greater personal contact with other students and 
professors. The English faculty encourages students in their personal 
development as they prepare for lives seasoned with maturity and grace. 

The English faculty understands that a contemplative study of literature 
enhances the living of a thoughtful life: it is an education in living wisely 
and living well. The study and interpretation of literature develops the 
essential skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. These skills readily 
apply to a variety of careers, professions, and graduate programs.

Literature considers and expresses the fullest range of human life: love 
and loss, joy and sorrow, life and death, sin and salvation, doubt and faith.  

Besides literature, the English major engages history, philosophy, 
communication, art, and theology: it connects the student to other 
cultures, other places, and other times, adding richness and depth to the 
student’s understanding of the world. 

IDEAL LOCATION FOR SHAKESPEARE
Simpson University is located a scenic, two-and-a-half-hour drive south 
of the Shakespeare Festival in Ashland, Oregon. This festival features an 
authentic reproduction of Shakespeare’s Global Theatre and is one of only 
two Shakespeare festivals in North America. The English Department 
includes trips to Ashland in many of its classes. 

— Brentnie Jones-Shoesmith ‘13
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